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Science Quiz Grade 5 

1. Which animal group does a dolphin belong to? 
 
□bird      □mammal     □reptile □amphibian □fish 
 
2.  True or False? All consumers are omnivores. 
 
□true       □false 
 

3. What are the names of the five Great Lakes? 

M_ _ _ _ _ _ _        S _ _ _ _ _ _ _       H_ _ _ _      O_ _ _ _ _ _      E _ _ _ 

 
4. What kind of star is our sun? 
 
□red dwarf  □yellow dwarf  □red giant 
 
5. True or false? The difference between a storm watch and a storm warning is that during a  
warning, a storm has actually occurring nearby. 
 
□True  □False 
 
6. In which part of a plant does photosynthesis occur? 
 
□leaves  □stem  □roots 
 
7. Which other sense affects taste? 
 
□sight  □smell  □hearing 
 
8. Thunderstorms come from __________ clouds. 
 
□cumulonimbus      □stratus □cirrus 
 
9. Which part of the tree carries water and nutrients up to the leaves? 
 
□roots  □stem  □flowers 
 
10. True or false? Both butterflies and moths both form a cocoon. 
 
□True  □False
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Answer Key 
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1. Which animal group does a dolphin belong to? 

□bird      mammal     □reptile □amphibian □fish 
 
2.  True or False? All consumers are omnivores. 

□true       false 
 

3. What are the names of the five Great Lakes? 

Michigan        Superior       Huron      Ontario      Erie 

4. What kind of star is our sun? 

□red dwarf  yellow dwarf  □red giant 
 
5. True or false? The difference between a storm watch and a storm warning is that during a 
warning, a storm has actually occurring nearby. 

True  □False 
 
6. In which part of a plant does photosynthesis occur? 

leaves  □stem  □roots 
7. Which other sense affects taste? 

□sight  smell  □hearing 
 
8. Thunderstorms come from __________ clouds. 

cumulonimbus      □stratus □cirrus 
 
9. Which part of the tree carries water and nutrients up to the leaves? 

□roots  stem  □flowers 
 
10. True or false? Both butterflies and moths both form a cocoon. 

□True  False 
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